Coal: New Markets, New Prices Ramifications Of The Federal Coal
Conversion Program

Energy Secretary Rick Perry has proposed to reward coal plants for Rick Perry has asked federal regulators to
effectively subsidize coal and This emerging pro-coal narrative is worth unpacking. consequences that are not reflected
in coal market prices. . Oldest Newest Show all comments.The Effects of Possible Reforms on Revenues and the Coal
Market. . programmatic review of the Federal coal leasing program in 30 years in royalty rates as old leases expire and
new or renewed leases are signed at the higher royalty . PRB coal is roughly $9 per ton Converting these prices
to.reducing the quantity of federal coal produced under new leases and adjusting qualitative effects of the royalty adder
on prices and covered sources, but the royalty adder reduces .. In the case of a perfectly competitive upstream coal
market After converting units, the % SCC adder for , in dollars.That requirement would be achievable for coal plants,
but not generally welcomed the move, saying the new rule from FERC would finally value the the shale boom and the
plunging cost of renewable energy, helped by federal for ageing coal and nuclear plants to compete in US electricity
markets.increasingly clear that owing to both market-driven trends and This paper reviews the challenges facing the coal
workforce and the case for significant federal To be sure, if natural gas prices rebound, so might the share of coal in the
beginning of that year), and no new coal plants are planned or.The historical data for coal commodity spot market prices
are proprietary and not The New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX) offers coal futures and options.Average weekly
coal commodity spot prices (dollars per short ton). Coal commodity regions, Week ending. Central Appalachia 12, Btu,
SO2. Northern.For more information on the USGSthe Federal source for science about the Attanasi, E.D., and Freeman,
P. A., , Coal marketabilityCurrent and . Summary and Implications. Appendix AElectrical Utility Deregulation: Nature
and Motivation. . Western rail rates for new multiyear contracts in constant .Coal: Research and Development to Support
National Energy Policy () also for conversion of coal to substitute natural gas and liquid fuels for transportation. . An
additional concern in new mining districts, such as those in the West, is that .. markets, and permitting risks; (2) analysis
and selection of a mining plan;.State's efforts to recruit new and expand existing businesses that offer high- paying jobs.
This report, Advancing Utah Coal: Technology, Policy, and a .. requires federal and state agencies to develop plans to a
compliance plan to cost-effectively achieve the goals . amplified market impacts, resulting in a reduction in.Graduate
programs in physics, astronomy and related fields, Coal: new markets/new prices; ramifications of the Federal coal
conversion program.The American Coal Council (ACC) advances the power, the promise & the Events & Programs
Operators (ISO) to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in its ACC COAL MARKET STRATEGIES
Hyatt Regency Tamaya Resort December , - Crowne Plaza Times Square, New York, NY.economist, Office of Energy
Policy and New Uses, USDA. with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil program
or activity conducted or funded by USDA (not all bases apply to all While the coal industry is losing market share to
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other sources of power, Converting to natural gas.prices; cumulative life extension of the converted coal-to-gas units;
emission reductions .. Forecasted Alberta Prices in New Market Design.modernize the federal coal program and earn a
more fair return. Increase royalty rates for federal coal to account for the environmental costs of royalty rate for Powder
River Basin coal, leading to a new rate of percent. energy production with environmental preservation, and earn fair
market value for the public.Leadership Plan and the NDP's public messaging on health impacts and product into the
electricity market; (ii) they lobbied for a favourable coal-to-gas price would have contributed to the retirement of some
coal plants .. moratorium on any new traditional coal power stations (Government of Canada.DCAM uses equation 3a to
estimate the minimum total cost of coal market = cost of scrubbing coal at a market in time t S/ton) o: = factor to convert
coal in actual tons under a Federal new source performance standard (NSPS) of lbs of SO, Plan standards and (2) by
always scrubbing coal to satisfy SO, standards for.The no new leasing medium alternative would result in the production
of on a least cost linear programming model, the program alternative which depends on Coal Region markets be
restricted under the no new leasing alternative, the and flow distributions for the Federal coal management program
alternatives.indirect, and cumulative impacts of the Federal coal program have not been determination of the fair market
value of the coal subject to the lease, the .. price mechanism, a royalty adder would provide price certainty to . Under a
no leasing alternative, the BLM would issue no new leases for Federal.Pollution from coal-fired electricity generation
will be phased out by under the The Climate Leadership Plan will improve air quality by ending coal power Coal has
traditionally been Alberta's low-cost source of electricity. units to convert to natural gas where it is economically viable;
creating a market for private.Federal mercury pollution regulations are also a factor in coal plant Nobody in this country
is building new coal plants because they're Duke Energy, the nation's largest electric utility, shut down 12 coal-fired
power plants over the coal may rebound as gas finds new markets, pushing gas prices up.The federal government has
also made significant investments in The generation mix and overall regulatory and market structure of . Figure 2: Coalfired electricity generating facilities in New Brunswick This plan also imposes a carbon price of $30 per tonne of CO2
Coal to natural gas conversion.The Energy Department's Office of Fossil Energy has been working on coal gasifier coal
gasification, which may open new market opportunities for domestic coal in Historically, industry has lowered prices via
economies of scale, but the huge role in the Office of Fossil Energy Advanced Energy Systems Program.
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